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described genera also belong. This Hydroid may be very readily recognized by

its remarkable, feather-like form (P1. XV. //3. 1 and P). The main stem (.FYg. 1,

a) rises from its stoloniferous basis with a long and gentle curve (Fig. la), which

extends to its extreme, free end; it does not, however, trend strictly in the plane

of the general curve, which it simulates, but. follows it in a slightly transversely

zigzag course, giving off a branch at. every bend. Obliquely transverse to the

plane of this curve, the branches (c) arise, alternately on each side, at regular

intervals of about one twelfth of an inch, and bend in curves similar to that of

the main stein, but. more abrupt, and umforinly in the same plane. Time angle at

which these branches project from the main stein has a twofold relation; it sub

tends about fifty degrees from the main stem, on the convex side of its curve,

and about forty-five degrees from the plane of this curve. Both time main stern

and its branches taper gradually lioiim base to apex. At regular intervals, of one

twelfth of an inch, on time convex side of the branches (pig. 2, a to a2), and in

one series, arise the pethmiicles (ag) of the individual hydra (C D E F G). Unlike

the main stern and branches, each peduncle1 being about one twelfth of an inch

long, expands gradually, from the base upwards, and bears on its broadened extremity

a single Tubularia-like hydra, each one of which, going from time base of the

branch toward the tip. is successively smaller than the preceding (0 F E D C).

The tip (a2) of the branch also expands, like the peduncles, and bears a single

hydra (B), which is much larger than any of those on the peduneles. The same

feature is very prominent at time extremity of' the main stein (Fig. 1, d). By these

characters the genus Pennaria may be (list inguislieti from all others at. a glance.
It. remains now to describe each feature in detail, so fir as we may be prepared

to do by a flew hours study of the living animals, and by the examination of
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